
HOW TO WRITE AN EMAIL TO UNIVERSITY ADVISOR

Dear SoandSo Lastname, My name is Xyz Abc, and you are my academic adviser for this year/program/semester, etc. I
would love to meet up.

If you are writing about an administrative issue, include your Mason G-number. An occasional email
expressing interest or asking a legitimate question is the way to go. Include an adequate amount of background
information. Effective writing requires shaping your words according to your audience, purpose and genre or
type of writing, e. Do not compose messages in all uppercase or all lowercase text. If emailing multiple
schools, resist the urge to use a template. The letter approach to emails is not always and forever better or
worse than the texting approach. What percentage of students participate in undergraduate research? We think
we can help sort things out. Further, you want to make sure that all of your social media accounts contain only
appropriate material or are at least set to private. Minimize or preferably, eliminate your use of emoticons and
abbreviations. Do any major accounting firms recruit on campus? Do most freshmen live in dorms? The way
students address advisors, faculty members and staff now will most likely translate into how they address their
employers in the future. Hey Paul, I was wondering if ur engineering school lets you double major. Second,
advisors must enforce the guidelines. Even if the topic of a message has been addressed before, do not assume
that the reader remembers the details. Instead, ask questions that will actually give you a greater understanding
of whether or not a given school is the right fit for you. Which brings us back to the larger point: writing
effectively does not simply mean following all the rules. Marisa Gift. Below are three simple ways advisors
can lead this effort. This can be a minefield. A university official should be treated with the same respect in an
e-mail that the student would give in a face-to-face encounter. Ideally, the email that you construct will serve
both purposesâ€”the applicant will emerge with enhanced knowledge of the school and the admissions officer
will emerge knowing that you are serious about attending their college. If your email has a generic stench to it,
the recipient is likely going to catch a whiff and end up unimpressed. Because it shows that you are serious
and well qualified. If you have any questions, ask them in a courteous way. I've created this business, The
Professor Is In, to guide graduate students and junior faculty through grad school, the job search, and tenure.
But most college teachers consider emails closer to letters than to text messages. Proper communication
etiquette will bolster the credibility and professionalism of the daily contacts advisors have with their students.
Yet, there is not a similar emphasis on basic, everyday communication skills such as e-mail etiquette. Double
check the tone of your e-mail.


